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Women

behind the

Winter Magic

scenes

Laura Stanley

Staff reporter

AMY BARANSKI
Managing Editor

While most students were studying for finals last fall quarter and

The influence that womenhad
on the civil rights movement is a
topicthatisoften overlooked.Mirroringthat verytraditionlast week,
many Seattle University students
passed up a chance to hear an
informative lecture about the
women whohada handinshaping the ideas of people likeRosa
Parks.
Onlyanestimated 20members
ofSU's community, whichnumbers larger than6,000, according
to SU's website showed up to
"The Spirit of Women," alecture
delivered by Rosetta Ross, Associate Professor of Christian Ethics at the United Theological

daydreamingabout what theymight
receive for Christmas, many professors and deans were receiving
memosannouncingUniversitybudget cuts and were brainstorming
ways in which theirdepartments or
schools could tighten their fiscal
belts.
The University anticipates approximately a2%budget cut, which
does not soundlike a lot, but Provost Dr. Eshelman said that a small
university like SU does not "operate with a lot of fat," and although
the effects will not be devastating,
they will be noticeable.
Dr. Eshelman explained that the
cuts will most likely compromise
the scheduling flexibility that the

'
Ross met SU sTheology Chair,

Jeanette Rodriguez-Holguin, last
year atSt. Catherine's College in
Minnesota where they both were
keynote speakers at a conference
called "Women's Ways of Wisdom."
"We hit it off right away,"
Rodriguez-Holguin says.
Rodriguez-Holguin, as one of
the two Wismer Professors, got
jazzedupby Ross' address at the
"Women's Ways ofWisdom" and
decided to invite her to address
theSU community.
The handful of people who attended the event learned about
women such as Ella Josephine
Baker.
Baker was a black woman
whoseowncredo ofempowering
local citizens to liberate themselves from violence eventually
led her to direct the New York
branch of the National Associationfor the Advancement ofColored People.
She was born in 1903 in Norfolk, Virginia and grew to becomepart ofthe intellectual community of the 1920s and graduated from Shaw University. Her
life's work could be articulated
'
simply:working tomake people s
livesbetter.

Baker's commitment to social
justice ledher tohelporganize the
Southern Christian Leadership

See womenon page 5
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SU prepares for
budget cuts

Universityhas hadin the past, they
willnot be able to be as responsive
to student demands. For example,
typically when a course reaches

Ice crystals glisten onthe Seattle UniversityQuadfountain. Snowand
icefell thispast weekend, but were notenoughtoforcecancellation of
classes, as many students hadhopedfor.

capacity and enough students talk
to their advisors about overloading,
the Deans can find a way to add
another section. For the most part
the extra money to do things like
that is gone.The new flat-rate tu-

ition policy (where students with a
G.P.A. of3.5 or higher can take an
extraclass for free), is in jeopardy
as well. Another resultof the cutback could be that experimental
courses will not be offered as often.
The more specific effects within
certain departments and colleges
will vary.
Dr. Dan Matlock, the Chair of
the Biology Department, illuminated whatmight be the most likely
consequences for biology students
and the BiologyDepartmentin terms
of fetal pigs. Four students might
work together to dissect a fetal pig
instead of two. In other words the
supply stock may have to be scaled
back, which is not ideal becauseit
dilutes educational experience.
Dr. Matlock also said that it is
possible someclasses might haveto
adda few extra students. Ona professorlevel, money forprofessional
travelmight bereduced.
Dr. Wallace Loh, the Deanof the
College of Arts and Sciences, said
that he had several meetings with
the Arts andSciences faculty where
theybrainstormed how they would
cope with the cuts. One of the preliminary options was a cut in faculty salary,but this wasruled out, as

See budget on page 5

International students bridge the gap of diversity
"Naturally we're not
goingtochangethe world,
if wecan change oneperson's image of another
person,it's astart,"junior
Adebola
Pre-Major
Okuribido added.
Attendees eagerly
waited their turntosample
the world. Stir-fry and
crepes for dessert were
just a couple of the foods
that the crowd devoured.
The dinner consisted of12
dishes; rice from Iran,
salad from Vietnam

BY CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter
People stood snaked around the
Campion Lobby waitingtoget into
the ballroom and into world cultures.

Thegroups ofpeople weregreeted
by thepulsating soundofhuge wood
Taikodrums. Thedrums are partof
Japaneseculture, oneof many cultures thatpeopleexperiencedduring
the night.The night was more than
sharing culture; it wasa chance to
understand culture and come to-

gether as one people.
"Our students have chosen the
theme ofthis year'sdinner, 'Living
in Harmony: We are the Bridges to
Peace' to reflect on how we can
bring peace into the world," Faizi
Ghodsi,Directorof the International
Student Center (ISC), said. The
event that initially started out as a

A&E
2-3 ASSU
4-5 Classifieds
6-7;10-ll Personals
8-9 Student Voice

12-13
14
15
15
16

chicken Kelaguen from
the Marianas were just s
ADEBOLE OKURIBIDO

few.

As people sat down tc
indulgein their meal,the)
were caressed by the
ofAdefua
rhythm
and otherrhythms
diversity
without
forshowcased
from
around
the
world. The even
1
1
Sept.
getting about
a
chance
to celebratt
only
was
not
and
investigation
open
"Withlittle
culture;
it
was
a
to be with
also
time
taking
one
can
place,
mindedness
each
other.
international
student
discover how
"It's a good way tO Batch up with
exchange can enhance peace and
understanding between the United a whole lot of friendsthat youdon'
States and the rest of the world,"
Ghodsi said.
See diversity on page 5

Students perform the Tsunami Taiko duringlast weekend's International Dinner.
potluck celebrated its 25-year anniversary.

Languagesfromaround theworld
filled the auditorium, which was
packedto nearcapacity withpeople
from around the world. 51 flags
encompassed the ballroom, representing the many nations SU students originate from. The event

.
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Making use of
public forums

THLINCOLNMEMORIAL

We at the Spectator appreciate our First Amendment
rights. We appreciate them so much in fact, that we utilize
them every week. Being a part of a newspaper staff and a
liberal arts college gives us the chance to communicate
about issues, feelings and events.
This year, the editorial staff has attempted to focus our
rants on issues and goings on centered around campus life.
Others, though very few, havealso participatedby writing
letters-to-the-Editor or opinion columns when they have
foundthe need to discuss something that is on their minds.
We have covered suchissues as abysmal parking, school
spirit, the Student Cabinet and FAFSA deadlines. But it
remains to be seen...is anyone even listening?
After printingseveral items that we weresure might incite
a riot, we have started to question \vhether anyone even
reads the newspaper. Because of course if they did, we
surely would have heard from someone by now.
What is the point ofhaving a public forum if no one uses
it?
Or is it something more? A conspiracy maybe?
If noone responds, then maybe the Spectator will get the
hint that no matter how hard they try, their struggles for
improving campus life will be squelched.
Our purpose as a publication is to report the truth, while
encouraging others tospeak out aboutinjustices, eventually
coming together as a student body to effect some sort of
change.
Enoughpeople at thisschoolcomplain. And whatis worse
is the fact that there is plenty to complain about.
Why are we here then?To simply turn our heads andwalk

States governmentfinds a suitable place for Clinton 's
After much consideration, the United
"
dog "Buddy's remembrancestatue, thanks tax payers!

Meet her folks with tact

on"!

We are all here to become better thinkers. Thinking
requiresquestioning. Andit isthrough this questioning that
we as students and human beings exercise our greatest
power the power to realize the possibility of a better
world.
So please, if something bothers you,or you see something
in this paper that makes you think, write about it; talk to
other people about it.But please do not remain silent.
ForrestCarlson
Do something. Because doing something is better than Spectator Columnist
Part 2 of3
the nothing that has been done thus far.

—
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After taking some timegettingto
know your girlfriend, you'll probably be required to meet her parents. Thisis only as difficult as you
make it.Mothers are generallyeasy
—
to mcct it's fathers that are the
tough ones. You've got to try to
either identify with him somehow
or avoidhim. Usually, however,a
father issorefined throughhis years
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been? If he's feeling particularly
feisty, he may start in with conto look at and think about somefoundingintellectualquestions:So.
thing that isn't funny, like Family how's school? or So, you like to
Circus.Perhapsyou shouldaskhim read,do you? When you find yourabout someitemhe's used todeco- self ataloss for words,as Ioften do,
rate his home. My girlfriend's fa- find an excuse to walk away. This
ther, for example, keeps a jar of has savedme countless times.
At some point or another, howwhat look to be chocolate-covered
ever,
on
this technique is boundto fail.
raisins the entertainment center
I
no
You'
I
Ieventually endup in aninesabove the television. had idea
that these were actually chocolate- capable situation with your
covered arsenic pills until Iasked girlfriend's father, something you
him,"What's in this bottle?" soas can't walkawayfrom. Perhaps he'II
start in with the dangerous questo escape the feeling of uncontrollable laughter that was enveloping tions when you're seat-belted into
my body. Although he had for the his car,just the twoof you, ona long
most part ignored me up to that drivesomewhere, evenif youdon't
point,he unglued his fiendish eyes think the trip is necessary but your
from the baseball game on the tele- girlfriendconvinced youto go with
vision to respond.Ithought at first her dad when she said, "Oh come
that perhaps Ihad asked the right on. It'll be fun." Maybe he'll pry
question, that we were going to into you when youhave to sit next
bond, but we didn't at least not to him on a roller coaster because
right then.Instead Ilistened,horri- he's thoughtfully paid your way to
fied,as he explainedthe symptoms join in the family trip to the amuse-

from giggling when you look

at

him,then stop.Find somethingelse

of experiencethat discoveringcommoninterestsbetween you and him
is nearlyimpossible. That's how it
was for me. If you're fortunate
enough to be aware of the fact that
you'll be meeting him beforehand,
then you can prepare yourself appropriately by taking my advice
here: Drink a lot of water— you
never know when you'll need an
honest reason to excuse yourself
from an uncomfortable
situation.
'
Also,don t makemuch eyecontact.
It makes you seem cocky, especially if his face is disfigured. The
same goes for smiling too much.
This is a relationship that youdon't
want to jeopardize.
Yourgirlfriend's father probably
looks very funny to you. This is
normal, but you can't let it affect
you.Ifyou find that youcan'tkeep

—

of arsenic ingestion. The arsenic
pills were thought atone point tobe
acne medication, which waseasy to
believe becauseof the tingling sensation that they supposedlycausein
the skin. Actually, the tingling is
thearsenic rapidlydemolishingprecious skin cells, the first sensations
ofthe slow process ofdeath.
Speaking of elaborate explanations of arsenic-induceddeath,one
thing that girlfriends' fathers enjoy
doing is intimidating you. Your
girlfriend's father might purposefully refer to you by the wrong
—
Ralph
or
name Floyd
perhaps. .Mygirlfriend's fatherdid.
Maybe he'll test you with pointed
and unsettlingquestions: Where do
youlive? Whatdo your parents do

.

for a living? How has your day

The Spectator " January 31, 2002

ment park and some mix-up in the
lining up process has forced you to
either sit by him or by that queasylooking kid you just watched consume two hotdogs, some cotton
candy,anda44-ounce cupof slushy
pinklemonade. Maybeit'llbe something as simple as arriving back
from thebathroomonly tofind that
he has just remembered what he
was going to ask you when you
excused yourself.Regardless ofthe
circumstance, at this point there's
nothing you can do but grit your
teeth and see it through. You may
thank yourself later when you've
enduredsomanyconversations that
you'vebecome calloused tohisbelligerent questioning,but untilthen,

best of luck!
See part 3 in Feb. 14th's issue
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Life is a great journey, a balancing act
Ilove,paths of my life

TC Santos

Spectator Coumnist
Isaw TheLordofthe Rings three
times overbreak. Ilove that'movie.
Andas soon as I
havetime,Im sure
I'lllove thebook.

But this is no moviereview.This
is a lifereview.
LOTR is, in a major respect, a
story about a journey. How fitting
for someone like

me, fresh out of

teenage-dom,onthe vergeofgradu-

ating from college,and vigorously
searching for something of which I

— however,

Iam none of them individually.
But I'm gettingahead of myself.
OK. Let's step out of this
bemusement park for a second.
There are only a few facts that
really need to be understood; the
details canjust be ironed out later.
One:I'mon ajourney.We're all
on a journey.Life is a journey.
Two: All journeys have an end,
but they just beget further journeys, so we're constantly searching for something. "Ourhearts are
restless (until they rest in you O
Lord,)" as St. Augustine said.
Three:There are small journeys
and there are big journeys, then
there isanultimate journey A small
expedition may be a class here at
SU, whichis part of a much larger
adventure— college.
College is a part of the ultimate
journey oflife. Ilove toponder this
ultimatequest it's a good, quality way to kill time.
Because right now, I'm not sure
what it is I'm going to be doing
with mylife. I'msure many of you

.

—

haven't the slightest clue.
Funny, when that thing that Iam
searching for is myself.
Iam many things. If youreadmy
stuff, you might notice a pattern:I
writea lotabout yours truly. Iama
journalist, a poet, a musician, an don't.
—
author, a traveler,a dreamer, a preThere arethings that scare me
priest, a rapper. Theseare all things like turning into a crusty, hard-

hearted,cursing reporter— andthere

—

like Rome or Barcelona. Going to
Europereminded me that there's a
whole world out there different,
frightening,beautiful.
And it was a beauty that Iwould
journalist, that's what I'd likely be havemissed if Ikept on seeing life
doingfor the rest of mydays. And I through binoculars instead of getstillhave trouble embracing an un- ting the macroscopic view with my
stable direction inlife. That's why I own eyes.
couldn't bringmyself to change my
Ihope you can read through all
mean
major to English.
themetaphor. On the surface, I
And now it's toolate.
to show the entire landscape of this
Is it?
incredible thing called life. There
Too late to change majors? arean infinitenumberofpotentialiMaybe, because Iwant to graduate ties within us all. Can't see it? Use
—
in four years. But too late to read your imagination that's another
books? Toolate to expandmy writ- thing Ire-acquired by watching
ing capabilities?Toolate tochange LOTR.
Imagination is a critical tool on
direction on my journey?Hardly.
Life is a journey of inevitable this journeythat seems to fade with
twists and turns, and if you keep age,because withage comes agrowwalkingin a straight line,you may ing awarenessand settling for what
be missing out on some of the finer is reality. But reality is shaped by
imagination.
destinations in life.
believe,is the overlyOne thing Ilearned in going to
And that, I
right?
Europe last summer was that Ihave ing principle of this journey— to
Like Isaid, Ihave many paths in basically been living in acocoonall shapereality, not tolet reality shape
front of me. Ilove all the things Ido my life. Anywhere you go in you.
and have developed such a strong America, the culture,the language,
It's a short journey if you think
connection with each facet of my the buildings are all basically the aboutit. A lifetime. Where we take
life that Idon't know which Ione same when you compare a place it is a mystery— an adventure. But
want to single out and devote my like Seattle or New York toa place one not beyond our control.
are things that thrill me like singing or writing a good book.
EverythingI
do rightnow is building up tosomething.
And that something is a goal or
desire or dream or something, but
ultimately, it will be a reality. We
may notalways orever know whatit
is. That's part of our adventure.
Ever feel like you're on a deadline?
Notfor atermpaper or inmy case,
anews article.I'm talking about the
biggerpicture. Youhave a goal, and
youfeellike youneed toaccomplish
it this weekend. But you spend so
much time trying to narrow down
whichgoal it is you want to accomplish, which ones are secondary,and
whichones are expendable. And by
the time you will have decided,
time's up.
And will that decision truly make
you happy? You want to be happy,

whole self to.It's kindof likemaking a parentchoose a favorite child.
ButI'vehad trouble inseeing the
volatility in each of these paths. I
used to think that if I become a

—

Use your head, your heart's not a wallet
gesture presented to me but

friends and all of your crayons to
shouldn't this be something that individually pick out and scrawl out
we think about every day?
the perfect Valentines. There was
We have one calendar day each also of course the careful attention
year to celebrate love. Ideally it to the cards eachindividualperson
should be easier and more sincere
to celebrate our friendships and

our love for each other with small
gesturesof appreciationany dayof
the year. Running out to the gro-

VILIJA SIMAITIAS
Copy Editor
I want to write about relationships. It is nowcoming close to the
dreaded St. Valentine'sday.People
in relationships will soon be running to the local Hallmark store or
to the florist to supplement their

love withchocolates,cards thatcontain other people's poetry and of
course the everlasting symbols of
love:roses.I'm not really that cynical and Iadmit that I would be
flattered by any supposed "love"

cery

store to buy bags

of Kisses

and Whitman Sampler boxes the
morning of Valentine's day isdefinitely a gesture of forced love. I
know that my roommate is con-

vinced that chocolate is love, but
thatis not whatthe day isabout.Do
youremember the effort everyone
went through in grade school to
ma^e sure that everyone in the
class got a Valentine?
Yes,Iknow that you had to give
every kid a card, but that didn't
makeit any less thoughtful.Sitting
down with a list of all of your

other people that you are thinking
about them. It is no longera contest
to see who is the most popular, or
about themessages that conversation

hearts spell out. In the weeksleadgive the Wid who ing up toVa\entine' sDay thinkabout
picks his nose a card that said "I the people you want to appreciate,
got. Youcouldn't

—

reallylike youValentine" he might the people youlove.
just get the wrongidea.
Go out on a limb and don't buy
This mayall seem tobecoming at any flowers or chocolates. Find
you really early; in fact, you have somelittlethingtoletyourValentine
fifteen days toprepare yourself.I'm know that youpay attention to them
not suggesting that you run off to andknow abouttheirneeds.
Hallmark right now to buy your
What is yourValentine's favorite
chocolates they might get stale by outdoor activity? What does your
the time the 14th rolls around.
Valentine do in their spare time?
Iam suggesting that you gather What is your Valentine's favorite
together your thoughts and do color? (It might not be pink.) Is
something thatshows your lovefor there something useful that your
the people in your life better than Valentine needs? I
remember oneof
flowers and diamondsever could.
the most exciting gifts I received
—
Valentine's Day is also about ap- was completely unexpected a pot
preciation and putting thought into complete with a lid. Icould finally
what youdo forothers.Thetradition steamriceand coverupthe spaghetti
of giving Valentines is to remind sauce so that it didn't splatter all

—

over the stove!Utilitarian gifts can
bethemost excitingand willsurprise
your Valentine, letting them know
thatyoupay attentionto their needs.
(Take notes here boys.) Making
Va\ent'\v\e' & Day cards \sa\so sotr\ewill wholeheartedlysupthing thatI

pott.
Yes, it takes more time but this
means it counts more when your

Valentinecomparesyourcards with

the pre-printed grocery

store

versions. Makingpaperhearts is so
easyany kindergartnerIknow could
do it.
As Feb. 14 comes closer think

more about your potential
Valentines and what you could do
tosurprise themand showthemthat
they mean more to you than a

Hallmarkpoem couldeverexpress.
Go out of yourway tomake the one
day of the year set aside for love
really meansomething for you and
your Valentines.

Letter to the Editor : ROTC and Jesuits
A school of military science at
Jesuit University raises some
points... Authorizing

and then organizing
systematickilling ineffect puts a gun in the

At the moment ofkillingthere is

obviously no regard for the one
being killed
because it's
impossible to
ever harm or
kill anyone
for whom
there is regard. And
since lack of
regard for

Since thekiller has no actual connection to anyonethen 'the good of
society' has no meaning. 'Self defense' (ofthe solitary "me")isolates
that "me" all the more— which negateseverythinginlifethatis worth-

pose" or "expendable for my pur- looked into motives and private
poses." So the Jesuit is after some- cravings. If we don't then we are
thing...and"me" is after whatever history. Because killing will go on
it craves at that moment, killing and on.
then is about "What I'm after."
Ted Gammon, '56
Therefore,each "me" is a masterof

while instantly. And to claim to be

disguise,ofhidingmotives.Aslong

acting 'justly' when there is only a
"me"involvedmakes no sense atall
because justice is about the way
people treateachother and the "me"
has noconcern for anyone else at al1.
one is lack of None. Which makes killingeasy.
regard for all
So the very act of killing leaves
then, at the the Jesuit alone in the universe —
moment of totallyunconnected,utterlyself-cenkilling, the tered as: "Me." What then are the
killer — the Jesuit in this case— is motives of this "me"? Every "Me"
A closer look at killing however, not connected to anyone. There is views everyone and everything as
being either "useful for some puronly "me."
tells a very different story

as Jesuits are 'after' whatever they
will notonly kill, they will use any—
one even students to carry out
theiraims.It'sa sad,sorry business
to beinand if thereis aGod backing
the Jesuits up in all this taking of
lives then that god is pitiful also.
A hundred million people have
been killed in wars in this century

hands of each Jesuit

who doesn't publicly
disown such policies
and sowhat sortofmotives are at work in all
this? Publicly theJesuits who have guns in
their hands say things
like "Mycause is just!"
or "I'm killingin self
defense!" or "I'mkill—
ing fora greatergood!" and soon

—

alone.TheJesuitshavelearnednoth-

ing from this slaughter. Nothing.
Because no "me" cares about anyone else in any case. It's time we

The Spectator " January 31, 2002

Letters shouldbe droppedoff in the
basement of the SUB byMonday
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SECURITYREPORT
Austin burton
Sports Editor
I'm telling you, it's Keyser
Soze

Tuesday, 1-22-02
A janitor in the law school reported to Campus Public Safety
thatanunknown male was "acting
odd." The man was walking

around the building, talking to
himselfand turning the lights on
andoff.CPS searchedforthe man,
but he was nowhere to be found.

of a firealarm that went off around
3:30 p.m.
CPS and the Seattle Fire Departmentresponded to thekitchen area,
where the origin of the alarm was
traced to a cooking vent not being
on.

on her table before leaving

the library.
Thenotecontainedsexual
content, made reference to
Valentine's Day, and included a phone number.
The student said she did
notfeel threatened,but wantedCPS
to be aware of the situation.
They are.

...

Forgiveness is a virtue but
we'll send you thebill
Duringa tour of the Chapel ofSt.

Ignatius, a staff member/tour guide
hearda crashing sound.
Upon investigation they found a
A female student reported that
very intoxicated, non-campus afThursday,1-24-02
while she was studying in the
All thoseyears in school can't Lemiuex Library when a man inhis
The Business Club reported that filiated person had fallen into the
buy common sense
20s wearing a Universityof Wash- someone had forcibly entered a candle holder and kneeling platingtonjacketapproachedher table. vendingmachinein thePigottBuild- form.
Tuesday, 1-22-02
Theperson washelped tohisfeet
He mumbled something unintel- ing.CPS discovered that about $10
TheCasey Building wasthe site ligible to the student and left anote was taken.
and left the area.
Somebody laida finger on the
Butterfinger

Wednesday, 1-23-02

Sunday, 1-27-02
A Campion Tower residential

Saturday, 1-26-02

Next week, he'llhire a mariachi
band

This Week's Weed/Beer Entry

assistantnoticed a burning smell
coming from a resident room.
When CPS arrived the occupants
admitted they had been burning
candles and smoking marijuana.
Ahalf-caseofbeer wasalsofound
and handed over to CPS, who
disposed of it.The incident was
forwarded to the student conduct
system.

Convicts and theology majors denied state aid
Cheryl Farrish

dependingonthenatureof thecrime
and the applicant's past drug con-

financial aid.
However, in an attempt to "get
viction history.
tough" on drug convicts, the Bush
However,theeffectiveness ofthis Administration began enforcing a
In thelast threeyears, new laws
introduced through state and fed- policy has been questioned from policy earlier this month that will
eral legislatures have made it in- the outset mainly because of the reject the FAFSA forms of those
creasingly difficult for both those fact that the applicant's conviction applicants who fail to answer the
convicted of drug offenses and history is self-reported.
FAFSA'sdrugconvictionquestionApplication
the
Free
Fednaire.
pursuing
degreein
those
a
theolIn
for
government-based
(FAFSA),
apAccording to Jim White, Direceral Student Aid
the
ogy to receive

Staff Reporter

aid.
For students applying for federa\ aid, a Yaw passed in \998

prevents those convicted of the
sale or possession of controlled
substances from receiving federal
aid for a minimum of one year,

plicant is asked whether or not he/
she hasbeenconvicted ofthe sale or
possession of i\\ega\ drugs.

tor of Student Financial Services,
SU has yet to deal with a student
whohas "admitted" to a drug con-

Under the Clinton Administra-

victiononhis/herFAFSA.Further-

tion, those applicants whorefused
toanswerthe drugconviction question were still eligible for federal

more, he is unsure about how the
administration would react should
the situation presentitself.

"Students who are convicted of
drug offenses may eliminate themselves from considering an education at SU," White noted. "Due to
the high cost of the tuition here,
most students really couldn't come

tion is involved then we [Student
Financial Services]willreceive no
information from Safety and Security."
For Washington residents applying for state aid, a law passed

here withoutfederal aid."
SU's relationship with the laws
governing federal aidalso presents
an interesting situation because as
an independentorganization, SU is

by the state legislature prevents
students majoring in theology at
parochial institutionsfromreceiv-

not required to report on-campus
drug infractions to the Seattle Po-

lice Department.
As far as federal
' financial aid
goes,theUniversity spolicy on drug
violations puts SU students at a
marked advantage over

their public-school counterparts.

"One of the things that

the law is really clear
about is that only drug
convictions will affect
federal aid," commented
White.
"As long as no convic-

ing Washington-based financial
aid.

'This is basedonanarrowinterpretation of the state constitution

basedon the separationofgovernment and religion,"

White noted.

Ironically,a student majoringin
theology at a public school would
nothave a problemreceivingstatebased loans or grants.
However, according to White,
thereis noneed tostart bemoaning

the plight of under-financed theology students.

"Basically,whatthe statedoesn't
give them [theology majors], we
give them in institutional resources," he commented.

Poetry night
Bring your favorite pieces to this crazylive open mic
sponsored by Seattle University's literary magazine,
Fragments and the Study Break Committee.
Let your spoken word rage on campus.

Wednesday Feb. 6
7 p.m.
Location TBA LOOKFORFLYERS INTHE SUB

jr

/
/
I
V
>^

The deadline to submit to Fragments is >v
Feb. 27, 2002. Submission guidelines can be
\.
picked up in the English or Fine Arts
\
department. Original poetry,prose, artwork,
and cover art will be accepted. Contact
/
/
phillik@seattleu.eduwith any questions.

Sponsored by:
Fragments and the Study Break Committee
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Women:Portraits ofkeycivilrights activists Diversity:Groovingto the
From front page
she attempted
black
beata tofa differentdrum
register
she
women students in the civil
Conference (SCLC), which actually started in a hotel room in
Atlanta whereBaker lived.

Anotherfemale contemporaryof
Baker was a white woman, Virginia Foster Durr, who was well
educatedand came from a wealthy
family. In 1955, Durr andher husband Clifford Durr postedbail for
Rosa Parks.
"She wasalsoaheadofher time,"
Ross said.
Durr, for the most part, worked
as an interracial group organizer.
She suggested to Rosa Parks that
sheshouldattend acivil rights conference. About a summer later,
Parks was arrested for refusing to
move from the front seat of a bus.
There was more planning than
just a nudge from a colleague that
ledup toParks' decision,Ross says,
but the connection between Durr
and Park is made.
These two women, among others, were bridge builders between
the civil rights activismthat organized in thelate 19th century,prior
to the civil rights movement that
came to fruition in the 19605.
Another integralgroupof women

that gained particular momentum
during the civil rights movement
were college women activists.
Take, for example,Casey Hayden.
"[She] was a southern white stu-

dentat theUniversity ofTexas who

The secondtime

wantedto supporttheworkof
rights
movement," Ross explained.
Hayden, like many other colle-

to

was arrested,

to vote

From front page

jailed and beaten with a blackjack.
"The SCLC tried to shield her
giate womenand men, wasinvolved fromher familybecauseherwounds
in organizingtheStudent Non-Vio- were so severe," Ross emphasized.
lent Coordinating Committee 'The skin on her back swelled up
(SNCC). The mostmonumentalacts and hardened as a result of the atof these student groups were the tack."
famouslunch countersit-ins.Blacks
But nothing could harden her
were habitually refused service at spirit.
diners and their act ofprotest wasto
In 1964 shebecame a member of
occupy the space until they were theMississippi FreedomDemocratic
served.Thekey to the success of the Party (MFDP), which was created
sit-ins was thenonviolent approach. by civil rights groups to impel naAs they were peacefully sitting, the tional attention to voting discrimistudents were violentlyharassedby nation. Hamer, along with other
local patrons. The last group of members, went to Atlantic City,
women Ross mentioned was more where the Democratic Party was
havingtheirpresidential convention.
rural.
"I like to refer to this group as The MFDP went to challenge the
grass roots activist because they all-white Mississippi delegation on
came from primarily rural areas," the basis that theydidn't fairly represent all the people of Mississippi.
Ross notes.
FannieLou Hamer, caught in the Hamer is most well known for her
passionate testimony about the insharecroppingsystem by agesix
who didn't learn about the civil justice of the all-white Mississippi
rights movement
until she was 42 delegation before the Credentials
—
yearsold wasone ofthose women. Committee of the convention. Her
Her involvement in the SCLCand testimony was aired nationally and
SNCCenticed her tobecomeoneof President LyndonJohnson(whowas
17 volunteers who pledgedto regis- really on the margin of the civil
ter to vote. After she committed to rights movement, as Ross pointed
registering, she went back to the out) signed the Voting Rights Act a
plantation where she worked. She year later.
was immediatelyfiredandherfam"Ithink she [Hamer]mesmerized
ily was evicted.
the American public that day. And
The first time she attempted to hassincebecome my hero,"a woman
register to vote, she failed.
whoattended Ross' speech said.

Unfortunately, many rrom the
packed house had left. The resee on a daily basis," freshman maining attendees were treated to
Business major Vincent Liao said high-energy dance.
The event was
Audience
the hard work
members
of over 100
shook back
volunteers
and forth in
really fun
that spent nutheir seats
having the fans
wishing, to
merous hours
incookingthe
participate.
meal, which getting into it,like Fusion's last
they started
act almost
when they did the brought the
the day before.
house down
conga line
they
The first
as
junior tapuwa
group toopen
danced to
the perforMichael
dandato said.
mances came
Jackson's
all the way
"Scream."
from Brazil. Show Brazil had the
"It was really fun having the
audience clapping with their mar- fans getting into it,like when they
tial arts styledancing.
did the conga line,"Dandato said.
"It was like extremebreak dancThe success of the show relies
ing," sophomore Nathan Eggers primarily on the help of outside
said.
groups to bring theirculturetoSU.
Show Brazil's sword fighting The one exception on the night
echoed throughout the auditorium was the Vietnamese club, which
and when it was finally over they gave a performance.
left toabeatof their owndrum.The
"It was amazing because they
spectacle even impressed otherper- had a variety of acts," Bellarmine
formers, such as junior Tapuwa RHD Shalina Akins said.
Dandato, who was partofoneof the
Thecommittees now get ready
other hit groups of the evening. to prepare foranother year after a
FusionDance Company.
successful 2002 performance that
Fusionclosed thedinner withtheir evenSU President,Father Stephen
ballet-based dance.
Sundborg, SJ, attended.

It was

—

Budget:Falteringeconomyandstingyalums signalhardtimes ahead
From front pa%e
it demoralizesstaff andmakes it
difficult to hire new quality fac-

ulty. Several things were determinedsacrosanct,such asprograms
of service to students, fine art,and
new faculty hiring.

What the College of Arts and
Sciences did end up proposing to
cut was office staff in the Dean's
office, low enrollment adjuncttaught classes, andseveral summer

school classes. They also decided
to suspend the hiring of one open
position, meaning that they will
hire for 10 out of the 11open spots.
Because there will be less professorsoverall inthedepartment,there
willbe someclasses withoutteachers. Loh reported that they would
need professors to volunteer to
teach one additional class for one
quarter,on a "'fair, rotating basis."
If there is only the projected 2%
cut, someschools predict that there
willbe almostno visible impact on
their students. Joseph M. Phillips,
Jr., Dean of the Albers School of
BusinessandEconomics,disclosed
that they were able to identify cuts
that werenot controversial,suchas
positions that are covered in the
budget but not currently filled.
The rather sudden nature of the

ASS\J Vice President and VJn'wersity Planning Committee Student

opinions about budge\ decisions,
they can either talk to an ASSU

Rep. Scan O'Neillsaid that the de-

representative or their department

versity. It also does not help that
One of the populations most af- whilerevenue is going down,cerfected at SU will be the adjunct tain costshave skyrocketed, suchas
teachers. Carol Kelly, who is an energy and health care.
adjunct in the Fine Arts DepartMost professors and deans said
ment, saidthat anytime budget cuts
that while the request for revised
are announced the adjunct faculty budget proposals was announced
get nervous.
without alot oflead time,it was not
"It's too bad, 'cause they'regood an unmanageable situation.
teachers and they should figure out
Loh said that the November ana way tokeep them,"assertedKelly. nouncement was actually "the pruEshelman emphasized that they dent thing todo" they couldhave
really value their adjunct profes- waited untilMarch or later.Matlock
sors, and will attempt to hold on to saidhe felt that throughout the facthe ones that havebecome like core ulty thereisan "overall cooperative
faculty over the years.
attitude, nobody is especially bent
Manyprofessors werehesitant to out of shape."
comment because noone knowsfor
He also stated that theyare comsure yet what will be cut and how ing up with creative ways to
muchuntil at leastmidFebruary.
deal with the proposed cuts.
"I'drather not [comment] at this
The fact that there has been
point,Idon'treally want togo there, littlestudentinvolvement in the
nothing is finalized," stated Carol budget decisions has been a
Wolfe Clay, Chair of the FineArts source of contention for some.

cision was made to make the University Planning Committee and
ExecutiveTeam hearingsabout the
budget decisions closed.
"Atthe time when wewere looking towards the addition of new
projects,the hearings were goingto
be an open process," O'Neill said.
"But as cuts wereneeded due to the
nation' s currenteconomic situation
and various costs of the University,
it needed to be closed to the Cornmittee,and kept confidential —
until the budget is analyzed and
approvedat thelevelof theboard
of trustees, who have the ultimate authority of the budget."

chairs.

Department

C

website to tell youaboutthe univer-

knowshow therecession willeffect

sity budget.

freshman enrollment, which is a
huge source ofrevenuefor theUni-

"It's like a big black box," he
said.

—

Eshelman explained the root
of SU's current budget restrictions. There are two significant
factors affecting the budget this
year. One is the new Student
Center that is currently under
construction, which has had a
major impact on the budget.
The other factor is the economicclimateinWashingtonand
the United States in general. It
has been tougher to fundraise
this year,alums aredonatingless.
Thestockmarket is down,which
meansthat SU is notreceiving as
much money as usual from its

budget cut announcement and the
fact that it was right around finals
weekmadeit difficultinsomecases
for professors to really come together and form a consensus about
what should be cut back.
PsychologyprofessorDr.Hailing
relayed that it washard to put everythinginperspectivebecauseprofessors do not have a lot of infor- endowment. There is a lot of
mation on the budget there is no economic uncertainty; no one

W*

Am '^l*

*
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Loh's parting thought was a
Spanish saying that translates to
something like "those willing to
fish in stormy seas will prosper."
He said that there are some ofthe
best opportunities intimesof fiscal
constraint. His opinion was that
with the right attitude SU can
emerge more efficient and more
focused and a stronger institution
overall.

Ifstudentshavecomments or

"winter-springA

2002ExamCycle J

BAR
Seattle U Mon 5/20 9:00 am
Seattle U Wed 5/29 9:00 am
UofW Mon 6/17 6:oopm
CPA/CMA
Seattle Sat. 2/9 8:00 am

(

I

Over 6,000 Prior
Washington Students

J

CALLFOR FREE BROCHURE
SMttl«/B«ll/Tae
or
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(206) 624-0716

(800) 636-0716

www.rigos.net

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me proveit. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-
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Swimmers conquer Cal Baptist University

Men's and women's teams readyfor toughpost-season competition
100-yardbutterfly

Seaver' s secondpoolrecordcame Saturday and Sunday evening
Though Seattle University was
in the 500-yardfreestyle, as he finEditor-in-Chief
byCal Baptist at the meet,
defeated
ished ina timeof 4:38.04.
The Redhawk men swept Cali- day."
noted that many of the
Mallery
won
two
Laughlin
also
Joseph
Duringthe tight competition,junfornia Baptist University last Friteam's
swimmers
werenot competmeet,
powering
his
day, 124-81, breaking several pool ior Scan Seaver set anew Connolly events at the
events.
ing
regualar
in
their
50-yard
to
victories
in
the
1,000way
Centermark whenhe won the
records in the process.
really
approach the
"We
didn't
100-yard
(21.98)
and
the
9:34.20,
finishing
freestyle
The meet was an extremelyim- yard freestyle in
win," Mallery explained.
meet
to
butterfly
(52.98).
portant one for both teams: CBU 21secondsahead ofhis closestcomThemen improved to 8-1indual The invitational was a last chance
finishedsecond inlastyear'sNAIA petitor.
for some swimmers to qualify for
Seaver broke his own record in meet competition.
National Championship meet, so
The SU women defeated their events beforeNational competition.
the win was a sweet one for the the event, whichhe set earlier this
"It was meant to bring a littlebit
season. He was also two seconds counterparts 118-87.
Redhawks.
Freshman Kristen Michener of freshness into [the swimmers]."
"We were the stronger team on off of his own team record, which
Cal Baptist defeatedthe SU men
edged out CBU's Jessica Wild by
paper,"HeadCoach CraigMallery he set last week.
Alexis juday-marshall

commented, "That doesn't always
manifest itself, but it did on Fri-

riconds

in

200-yard
freestyle to win

Michener also
claimed vicotry
in the 100-yard
backstroke in
leading

158,
lie

/omen to a
I sweep in

;vent.

ith men's
women's
)-y a r d
tyle relays
new pool
■ds, as the
teams competed
first time
:ir five-year
>ry in the

Jeremy Edwards / photo editor

Kristin Johansing comes in third in the J,OOO-yard freestyle, finishing in 11:13.85.
Johansing alsofinishedsecondinthe 500-yardfreestyle,andswam thethirdleg onthefirstCBU118-87.
place800-yardfreestyle relay team. The Redhawk women

defeated

>th teams

HedtoCen-

first place inthe
and third place inthe 200-yard butterfly

TheCal Baptist women swam to
the winover SU, 225.5 to 199.5.
Both Redhawk teams are poised
for success in the upcoming National Meet which will take place
once again at Simon FraserUniversity in Burnaby, 8.C., Feb. 27March 2.
The men's and women's teams
haveblossomedover thepastcouple
of years at SU, and Mallery hopes
that the final results of this season
189-180.
Senior Elliott Kolbe finished in will be the culmination of all the
the top threein three separateevents, hard work and effort that has been
winning the 100-yard breaststroke put in during trainingand competiin1:00.3 1 He followed with a sec- tion.
"People in life are drawn to winond place finish in the 200-yard
ners,"
Mallery commented. "We
breaststroke, and captured third
developed
have
a core following."
place in the 200-yard individual
Malleryhas alwaysattempted to
medley.
Seaver shined again, taking first foster the promotion of the swimplace in the 500-yard freestyle in a ming programs at SU, and has
workedhardover the past years to
time of 4:44.55.
forincreased funding andpubfight
finished
secLaughlin
Teammate
licity.
butterfly
and
100-yard
ond in the
"People are attracted to success,"
third in the 100-yard freestyle.
On the women's side, Michener Mallery explained, "but they have
claimed three strong finishes in the to know about it."
Though basketball has been
200-yard and 500-yard freestyle
events, placing second in both touted as a flagship sport for the
events,andplacing fourth in the50- University,it is swimming that has
gainedunprecedentedsuccess, and
yard freestyle as well.
Junior Megan Ackermancontin- continues to consistently produce
ued her dominance in the 1650- perennialNational title contenders.
"We continue to succeed...[and]
freestyle, winning the event by
nearly a minute with a time of sucess needs to be rewarded,"

.

Washington

18:19.35.

Mallery added, "You don't put

an invita-

Freshman Merceda Rivera also
did well in the competition, taking

money in stocks that aren't work—
ing that justdoesn'tmake sense."

1 meet last

Art Fest
Sponsoredby the Student Activities Office

February 11th

- 13th, 2002

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Coffee House

Art Fest Gallery

7:oopm to B:3opm
In Campion Lobby

10:00am to 6:oopm
Upper Bunk of the Student
Union Building

Come make
Valentine's Day Cards

...

Come hear Eric E. play his *guitar and
yell out any year £from\the past eight
decades and he will play a hit song

.

_

, v c
Reception held
at s:oopm
--.

11:00am to 1:00pm
jn pjgott Atrium
.«

. .. .

Kt
3E*ttr
3
■■ Movie Night:
Showing "Basquiat"

from that year.

For more information see the Student Activities Calendar at www.seattleu.edu/student/activities/calendar
or contact Kristin Weswig about submitting Artwork for the Gallery at (206) 296-6037 or weswiqk@seattleu.edu
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Redhawks move into third place in GNAC
Carl bergquist

Staff Reporter

to make it 37-34.

The Nanooks didn't take their

first leadof the secondhalf

After beingpicked to finishdead
last in theGreatNorthwest Athletic
Conference, the Seattle University

until less than three minutes remained, going on a
6-0 run to take a one-point

UAF threw a full-court pass and Jean Lloyd added 10 points and
Weltoncontinued her recent suctried toscore,but it was tono avail, seven rebounds in her first game cess, chipping in 12 points.
DeLaunay was named GNAC
as SU won a game where only 26 back from a two-game suspension
Tria;
Player
of the Week on Monday,
Freshman Mariko
added eight points in th< after averaging 17 points in the
contest.

"We were verypumpec
to play against them, jus

women'sbasketball team (11-6,6With 42 seconds left, the
3 GNAC) is tiedfor thirdplace after
y
e
Redhawks
tied thegame at
because Cal-Jean wa;
twoconsecuti victorieslastweek.
later,
back,"Trias said.
46.
Fifteen
seconds
SUtook theUniversityofAlaskapossession
SU
took
of
the
In the previous gamt
Fairbanks all the way to the final
against
ball
and
three
shots
the University ol
put
up
seconds in a low-scoring battle to
sophomore
Alaska-Anchorage,
before
Leah
SL
thirdsee who wouldmove into a
controlled early and often
place tie with Seattle Pacific Welton wasfouled with2.2
as DeLaunay scored 15 ol
seconds showing on the
University.
game-high 24 points in
her
was
game
The
close the entire
The Nanooks took a
the secondhalf.
way. SU headed into the locker
Although the Redhawks
room leading 22-18 at halftime, timeout to make Welton
shot,
and
an into a some difficulty
quietinga boisterous UAF fan sec- think about her
the plan worked, as the
with 6-foot-2 center Bell
tion in the Connolly Center.
/
JEREMY EDWARDS PHOTO EDITOR
—
UAF kept it close, however, sophomore missedherfirst Marisa Young attempts to drive past an Alaska- ordan— whopicked up 25
cutting the Redhawks' lead to 32- free throw. UAF took an- Anchorage defender. Young had eight points and >oints they weren'treally
othertime outtoice Welton, sevenassists in the Redhawks' 80-70 win.
tested.
30 with 9:30 to play.
SU never trailed in the
Senior guard Jessie DeLaunay but she didn't miss twice,
one,
half,
up
putting
by
SU
47-46.
baskets
were
made.
second
as Deanna Cordova
kept SU ahead with crucial shots
"I
knew
that
I
had
to
finished
1
just
DeLaunay
game
dropped
points and pici;edup
make
the
with
in
8
stretch,
hitting a threedown the
10 pointsand four steals, whileCal- ninerebounds in just her third start.
pointer as the shot clock ran down one free throw," Welton said.

.

Redhawks' two wins.

SUhas been takingadvantage of
double and triple teams on Lloyd,
which allows other players to get
open shots.
"Everyone on the team knows
theyhaveto step up," Cordova said.
SU looks to continue their two-

game winning streak and their bid
at hosting the NAIA independent
tournament this weekend.

SU takes on Montana State University-Billings in their fifth of a
six-game home stand, which concludes Saturday at 7 p.m. against
top-ranked Western Washington.
"The first time weplayed [Western], we didn't play nearly as well
as we could," Cordova said. "That
was oneof our worst games of the
season. We want toshow them what
were really made of."

Men's basketball loses two more on the road
before facing #8-ranked Humboldt State tonight
AustinBurton
Sports Editor

more to go to. If we're not hitting
in the second half, SU lost 73-53
Junior forward DarnellLyons led our perimeter shot then weneed to
the team with 17points,whileBryan drive the ball at people and get to
The Seattle University men's Petersonscored13.Freshman Kyle the free throw line. Without a
basketball teamdroppedboth games Vessey came off the bench to grab dominant postplayer we've got to
on their recent Alaska road trip, a season-high 12 rebounds.
liveand die on the three-pointerand
extending their latest losing streak
"[Vessey] established himself as the free throw line."

of their offense," Callero said.
"What wehave nothad is whenour

to threeand theirroadlosing streak
to 23.

top scorers do not had goodnights,
we're trying to develop other guys

our top interior rebounder, both

As of today, the Redhawks are

defensively and offensively,"

(ops in theGreatNorth westAtheltic

guardJoe Jones came off thebench
to record 18 points and nine rebounds.
"Our game plan is
to go in there
'
and take somebody s topscorer out

in double figures with 11. Vessey,
starting in place of Lyons, had four
points and six rebounds.
Tonight theRedhawks are facing
a HumboldtState teamthatis riding
a three-game winning streak,
including a 100-86 blowout of
\V estern W ashington\ast Saturday.
The Lumberjacks are led by 6-

"The only thing colder than our

Callero said. "He's showing that Conference in three-pointers to Step up."
foot-5 sophomore guard Austin
he'sgoing tobe a solidplayer at this attempted (417), but last in free
Lyons did not start against the Nichols, who is number one in the
level."
throw attempts (273).
Nanooks due to an unspecified conference with 23.1 points per
SUheldUAA leadingscorerPeter
Alaska-Fairbanks came into the violation of team rules, and scored game.
just
HSU is 9-0 at home this season,
Bullock to
six points, but was game winless in the GNAC, but just two pointsin14 minutes.He is,
however,
back
from
a
latebe
in
the
and
the Redhawks have won just
by
expected
torched for 22 Mark Drake.The wereable to come
to
guard
eight
starting
made
13
first
and
three
lineup
freshman
of
half deficit
knock off the
for the Redhawks'
roadgamesoverthepast three
field goal attempts, including six Redhawks.
next game.
seasons. The last time SU won
of 11 from behind the three-point
SU wasonce again able to shut
With their leading scorer and outside of the state of Washington
and then bysix to Alaska-Fairbanks line.
down an opponents' top threat, rebounderonthe bench, pointguard wasa 79-72 win at WesternOregon
two days later.
The Redhawks,bycontrast,made holdingguardSteve Towne to just Brian JohnsonledSU with15 points on Jan. 15,2000.
TheRedhawks dug themselvesa just 21% from beyond the arc, on four points, but were victimized and seven rebounds. AdamEnfield
For tonight's game, Callero has
again by a role player.UAF junior was the onlyotherRedhawk to score replacedEnfield withVessey in the
hole early on against UAA, and ftvof 19 shooting.
starting lineup, in the hope that
endedup trailing38-17 at halftime.
The following game saw the
"We were down 15 to 20 points Redhawks shootingjust as bad, as
Enfieldcangive theRedhawks some
scoringpunch off the bench.
before we got our legs under us," the team made only five of their 23
'
yoursel
Callerosaid."Youcan tdig
f three-pointers for a 21% shooting
"Our lack of depth and lack of
a hole like thatand expect to come night.
scoring off the bench has hurt us,
back."
corporate
When the threes aren't falling,
andhurtsusevenmoreon theroad,"
DespiteoutscoringtheSeawolyes Callerosays, "We don'thave much
Callerosaid."Forus to hesuccessful
in any game— on the road or at
—
horne we've got to have
production out of every starter and
hopefullysomeproductionfromthe
bench as well."

shooting wasthe weather," saidhead
coach Joe Callero. "It was quite a
road trip, going up to Anchorage
and making adjustments to the
climate and making adjustments to
the three-hour flight."
The team lost by 20 points to
Alaska-Anchorage last Thursday,

after this, the

ladder
will be a piece of

[cake].

■ft

Bastyr is known worldwidefor our innovative graduate
programs in the naturalhealth sciences. We prepareyou
for rewarding careers in complementaryand alternative
medicine.Learn to make a difference.
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When the NevadaStale Athletic Commission denied Mike Tyson a license to
box, they also denied us IheTyson-Lewis
bout for anolher few months.
They also proved themselves to be idiots.

ot\

Learn more about our graduate programs:
Acupuncture & OrientalMedicine
Naturopathic Medicine
Nutrition
Ajf

a

2 c on Tyson

Ik

In the course of facing challenges like this, you'll learn how
to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. Take charge.
Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's nothing like a
little climbingto help prepare you for getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC

B

Unlike any other college course you can take.
APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP
TRAININGAND ARMY OFFICEROPPORTUNITIES
2-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPSAVAILABLE. CALL 296-6430.
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The commission claimed il wasn't a
business decision. I sure hope it wasn't,
because their decision cost Nevada any
proceeds from what will be the biggestdrawing prizefight in history.
Isuppose then it was a morals issue,
with the commission wanting to present
some semblance of integrity.
Urn. hello? It's LAS VEGAS! They've I
neverhadanyintegrity. It'snot called"Sin
"
City for nothing. The city is just begging
for a point-shaving scandal, which is why
they'll never have a pro sports franchise.
The only pro team they didhave wasin Ihe
XFUIthink that says enough right there.
-- A.B.
V
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BY JAMILA JOHNSON

Opinion Editor

Is there enough
oxygeninhere?
IntheSchaffer auditorium,
164 eyeballs follow professor
Jeff Philpott. He moves his
arms gesturing for the class to
contemplate his words.
"Have you
seen the new

Teresa Ling teaches
Department has 38 students,
which is still large for a major Quantitative Methods, a 300gorged itself into obesity. that thrives on personal leveleconomics course. Ling

coursehas alwaysbeen alarge
class, but this year it has

"We typically have about interaction. It is obvious to explains that in the Albers
60students,"Communication most students that the School of Business and
Department Chair Philpott Communication Department's Economics,200and300 level
says. "But this year Imade a class crowding is just an
decision early on to let indicator of what is
everyone who needed the happening throughout
take
it." campus. The number of
course
"Messages in Action" is students in required

The zen of teaching the masses
Gone are the
days when a stub
of chalk, a
blackboard and a
required text were
the only external
thing a professor
needed. In this day
and age, dynamic
teachingistheonly
way to go. Many
teachers turn to

Nike
commercials?"
Philpott begins
andheads start to
nod.
"Nike
doesn't just sell
you shoes, they
motivate you to
work
out."

(multimedia
sources

to make their
riveting, but
ommunication professor
hilpott needs to use
for more practical
Ironically,
asons.
Philpott is the
With a larger class,
model
of
hilpott had to switch to
practicing what
owerPoint presentations
hepreaches: heis
ecause he feared that many
not justsellinghis
f his students would not be
JAMILAJOHNSON / OPINIONEDITOR
students
ble toseetheboard. Making
information,heis Professor Philpott's "Messages in Action"classhas over82 students init (below). He has startedto use PowerPointandother
uch a switch creates
aids to keep attentionandparticipationlevels high (above).
tryinghishardest
difficulty because Philpottt
to motivate them
offered once this year, courses for certain majors is required courses have an had to change the wayin which
to be an active part of his only
hepresentedhis information,but
lecture. He uses his body and and it isa requirement for all growing. Although Seattle average classsizebetween the hismessage had to stay thesame.
30's, while
his voice as lively tools in this Communication majors. University's application for low 40's and high
This is just a small part of the
class, but not merely because Philpott decided to let undergraduate admission elective courses have an changesthat Philpotthad toenact
everyone who filled out a states thatthe University-wide average of 20 students per
the class is "Messages in
inorder tohandle a larger class.
his
is
average
per
closed
class
enter
20
students
course.While
some
request
professors
Rather,
Action."
voice and
Almost nobody wants to
class,
class
he
did
want
are
because
not
students
must
also
teach
classes
that
smaller
spend their evenings and
movementare very important
students
to face graduation realize that they will face than 20 students, many weekends reading homework
the
keep
in order to
attention
classroom professors must switch gears assignments. Philpott is no
of the 82 students who fill the problems in the future. larger
The
next largest class in environments while in and cope with larger classes. exception. He has had to cut
seats of his classroom. This
Communication college.
down on homework, and work
200-level Communication the
ctures

fultimedia
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interaction thanothers.Because
Schaffer Auditorium is set tor
professors to speak at the
students,and notfor discussion,
itcreatesa passive environment
that requires a lot of pro-active
questions to get the students to
talk.

The glass is half
full; Iwish the
seats were, too
Number of Students per Class

"It is much harder for a
student tohideinasmall class,"
said with a smile.Itis
uchharder to engage students
towards peer evaluation for SU professors. Although her for acoustics and engaging in a bigger class,but there are
student work.
idealclass sizeis 25-30 students, students. Ling especially likes still positive aspects to the
"I can't grade 80 15-page she still makes an effort to find theability to usethe technology
larger classes.
papers," Philpott explains. He a personal relationship with her attached to these classes:
Thefirst positive aspect for
has to get creative. One of the students just like her teachers computershooked upto VCRs,
is that no one was
Philpott
reasons Philpott started teaching did with her, back when bell projection screens, and
atSU wasthe smallerclass sizes, bottoms and the Bee Gees were speakers. It allows students to disadvantagedby beingdenied
the class. First and foremost,
but now he is learning
in all the rage.
be able to see her computer
down on unnecessary
cutting
to find enjoyment in
demonstrations.
stumbling points on theroad to
giving a large class
graduationjustifiesthe means.
personal attention.Secondly, theCommunication
"I like the fact that
in a smaller school it is
majors are in a class all,
together. Theymeet others that
more student centered,"
Philpott says. He likes
share their interests, and they
the individual attention
realizehow many otherschose
hecan give each student.
a
pursue
to
Even though he is teaching a
similar vision.
large class, he is still trying to
Ling sees a different
put in the personal touches that
benefits involved with large
universities gearedtoward large
asses.
cannot
always
classes
"The positive aspect is that
guarantee.
enables
the department to
it
JON NIEGOWSKI / SPECTATOR
"
"1 am trying really hard to
specialized
remember names.Itake rolland There'snot anempty seat inProfessor Ling's(top)"QuantitativeMethods class. offer some more
courses,"
Ling
elective
haveseatingcharts onthe walls,"
For Ling, another problem explains. With more students
Philpott says.
that
arises with large classes is in required classes, elective
Like Philpott, Ling also
be
holding
sessionsin the computer courses
can
teaches a required class for a
lab,
because theselabs only hold more intimate.
major. Quantitative methods,
25
to
30
students.
Action,
Messages
unlike
in
is
Meanwhile,
Philpott
offered seven times a year for
struggles with the Schaffer
business students. Still, Ling's
classesare full with45 students.
Auditorium.Like Ling,Philpott
"I probably have to say that
because Iam a good, or
One
Sarah Hagerty is
excellent, teacher, students
of
the
would try to register into my
largest
classes," Ling says> with a
difficulties
sarcastic charm.
Ling has had plenty of in
experiencewith the wajsofSU. teaching
She graduated from SIT ip the big
70s and shelived in Bellarmine classes
Residence Hall her freshman has
year. She met her husband on jiothing
campus, so SU has been a big todo with
part of shaping her life. She has style in
made many of the same which a
adjustments that Philpott has professor
made, with the same focus on teaches,
trying to create a personal but rather
relationship with her students. the room
"I hope to be able to make a in which they teach.
on the first floor of Piggott, but
difference,to touch some one. I
Ling uses a lot of computer
hope when Iretire, my students demonstrations, so her unreal 82 students just don't fit in the
would remember fondly of me, rooms are Piggott 100-103. room.
Philpott explains that some
and come to have coffee with These rooms haVe chairs
geared
me sometimes." Ling still has arrangedina"U," whichisgood classrooms are more
toward lecturing and less
coffee with some of her retired

fiilpott

f

Where, oh where,
willour crowded

classes go?

Afaceinthecrowd
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a face in and amongst the
crowd in her "Messages in
Action" class. She sits in the
second to last row in the back
and stares forward with the
others.
Like most of the others

around her, including the
teacher, this is the largestclass
that Hagerty has ever
been in.

"At first Ithought it was
overwhelming,"Hagerty says.
Shehas since realized thatitis
not quite as badas she thought
it would be. Hagerty chose to
go to SU because she was
lookingfor smallerclass sizes.
Being a big fish in a small
pond is rewarding, and many
fish swim to SU for just that
opportunity.
"In a small schoolthereis a
more intimate learning
atmosphere,"
Hagerty
explains. Shehasrealized that
some of that intimacy
disappears inthe larger classes
and that quiet students get
overlooked. Even if students
raise their hands, thereis only
so much time for individual

fmments.
In some ways Hagerty
thinks this is a perk as well.

t"You

hear a lot of ideas,"
gerty says.Sheexplainsthat
there isn't one student

monopolizing the
conversation. And although
in
one
Hagerty is
communication class that is
packed, she is also in a public
relations class with only 14
students.
Despite being
at first, Hagerty
surprised by how the large
class is running.
"Jeff (Philpott) is doing a
goodjob of adapting,"Hagerty
says, sympathizing with how
hard it must be to teach so
many students.

»erwhelmed
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"Damn it,Jim: I'm a quarterback, not a football player!"
"until he assumes a distinctly defensive position."
So, what, he has to break down
andchop his feet before youcan hit
him?
Does the samerule apply for everyone? If a running back loses a
fumble,do youhave to wait forhim
toget in a "distinctly defensivepo-

sition" before cleaning his clock?
Whatifa cornerbackslipsand falls?

Austin burton

Should thereciever wait for him to

Sports Editor

get up before finishing his route?
Wouldn't want to take advantageof

professional leagues on the continent from which to get talent.
There aremore than 100Division
Ischools, and somewhere around
300DivisionIIand111 schools that
have quarterbacks who just might
beable to cut it if given the oppor-

seven of the last 13

Of the45NFLMVPs since 1957,

27 werequarterbacks (60percent).
Twenty-two of the 72 number
one picks in the NFL draft have defender's.
been quarterbacks(30percent),and
Another perk of being a quarter18 ofthe 36 Super BowlMVPs (50 back is you can throw a pitiful lead
tunity.
percent) havebeen quarterbacks.
block and still be called tough. But
But the NFL is so stuck on the
From Little League to the pros, leta fullback throw the same block,
—
they're treated differently than ev- and he'dbe cut before he got to the
prototypequarterback tall, rocket
arm, pinpoint precision, perfect eryone else.
sideline.
mechanincs, winning tradition—
They don't have to hit or get hit
When a quarterback slides to
that they'll miss a Rocky Balboa during practice; instead they stand avoid a tackier, he's called smart.
there, tossing theball around while Have you ever seen a running back
trying to find Ivan Drago.
Take Eric Crouch for example. everyoneelse is running Oklahoma slide? Isaw it happen once, when
Does anyone really think that drills and getting the crap knocked Ki-Jana Carter slid on a kickoff
Crouch is going to get a shot at out of themin scrimmages.
return. Predictably,he was taken to

When Steelers safety Lee Flow- him in a non-distinctly defensive
ers knocked Patriots quarterback position, yaknow.
One reason the league is so proTom Brady out of Sunday's AFC
tective
of its quarterbacks is be- quarterback in the pros? If he does
"We don't want the quarterback
ankle,
title game with a sprained
I
automatically assumed that he cause they're under the false im- make the NFL, Iguarentee he'llbe getting hurt before the game," is
pression that quarterbacksaren't as playingrunningbackbefore he ever what coaches always say (andbewouldbe fined.
the
hit
was
late
or
Not because
illegal or anything— because it
wasn't.
No, I figuredFlowers was going
a quarterback is a "football player" in the
to be fined because Brady is aquarterback, the NFL's answer to Da
loosest
of the term, kind of like calling
Vinci's "Mona Lisa."
So farIhaven'theardmuch whina "singer,"
a "rapper,"
ingcoming from New England,but
if it turns out that the ankle affects
Brady's play in the Super Bowl,
they'll want Flowers' head(though
takes a snap. Crouch willsuffer the lieve me, I've asked; Iplayed dethe Rams are going to win replaceable as other players
Someone's convinced them that samefate asCharlie Ward,Tommie fense for most of my Little League
regardless).
But the fact that there wasevena the 31 startingquarterbacks in the Frazier, and Darian Hagan all and high school career).Now Iasquestionaboutthehit brings tolight league are the only 31 people on spectacular college quarterbacks sume they also don't necessarily
Earth capable of playing the posi- who didn't get a shot because they want their linebackers to get hurt
one sad fact.
either, so maybe no one shouldhit
tion with the big boys.
didn'tfit the mold.
are
protected
more
Quarterbacks
Maybe they should look around
Nevermindthat DougFlutie(who duringpractice.
than foreign diplomats in theNFL.
And once the game starts, the
Maybethefront-office executives their own league and they'd see looks like Brainy Smurf in pads),
Jay Fiedler (who doesn't exactly quarterbackis onceagain the focus.
feel sorry for quarterbacks forhav- how wrongthat is.
Of the 12 playoff teams this sea- have a cannonhanging off his right He gets the biggest player profile
ing to put their hands on a 275-

sense
Kirk Franklin
KidRock
or Ja Rule "talented."

—

son,ninehad startingquarterbacks

poundcenter' s scrotum allthe time,
but anytimea quarterback gets in-

who started their careers as backjured you can bet someone on the ups. Only Brett Favre, Vinny
defensive side is losing some Testaverde,and DonovanMcNabb
money.
weresupposed to be starters at this
When the Eagles'HughDouglas point. Five of the six Pro Bowl
pushed Bears quarterback Jim quarterbacks this year werecareer
Miller to the ground and separated backups, with Favre being the exhis shoulderduring the NFC Divi- ception.
More than a handful of teams
sional Playoffs, he was fined
$35,000. It didn'tmatterthatMiller have playedin theSuper Bowl with
had thrown an interception and was quarterbacks who weren'tthestarter
by all intents and purposes a de- whenthe seasonbegan,anda couple
fender on the play; he's a quarter- of them even won the game'sMost
back, and you're supposed to be Valuable Player award (Kurt
nice to the quarterback.
Warnerin 2000and DougWilliams
The NFL rulebook even states in 1988).
In addition to the three or four
that on a change of possession,the
quarterback "must not be unneces- quarterbacks each team has on its
sarily contacted" by an opponent roster, there are twoother reputable

Get healthy

while you're

getting

educated!

$5 Walk-in Visits with Valid Student ID
At Bastyr Center forNaturalHealth
I Bastyr Center for NaturalHealth

Iis the largest naturalhealth care
I facility in Washington. Serving
I the communitysince 1980.
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right now.
But to most "football people,"
keeping the supposed star quarterbacks healthy and on the field is
necessary for marketingas well as
success.

Ever since football has become

box (You know, those "Edge-rin
Jaymes,tayuh-back,Univuhsityuh
Mammi, Flowda" things on Monday Night Football) and usually
comes out last duringplayer intro-

ductions.
And though they sometimes get
too much blamefor a loss, thequarterback often gets too much credit

popularwith mainstream America, for a win.
quarterbacks have been The Man.
They canthrow the ball six yards
Most football movies center downfield and get credit for a 76around the quarterback, and quar- yard touchdown pass after the reterbacks always get the most en- ceiver has done all the work rundorsements, win the most awards, ning and breaking tackles. It should
and take home the biggest pay- be morelike basketball,whereafter

I

NaturopathicMedicine
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I

PhysicalMedicine

I ¥* Nutrition
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Dispensary itums/lub fees not included.
Good through 6/30/02.
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Bastyr

1307 N.45th Street Seattle, WA 98103
206.834.4100 www.bastyr.edu
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Team
C

task by themediaandby other players for being a wuss. Now, remember that this is a guy who was just
coming off his second major knee
surgery in three years,andhe's got
10 crazed practice squad players
trying takehishead off andmake a
name for themselves,all with a 40-

yardrunning start.

Quarterbacks slide assoonas they
get the first down, and all they'll
have is GilbertBrownplodding after them.

The fact is,treatingquarterbacks
Iike southernbelles takes away from
the game. It's getting to the point
whereyoucalIa quarterbacka "football player" in the loosest sense of
the term, kind of like calling Kirk
Franklin a "singer," Kid Rock a
"rapper,"or Ja Rule "talented."
Some say that quarterbacks are
more vulnerable on the field when
he drops back to pass, becausehe's

lookingdownfield forreceivers and
can't sec passrushers. But in reality

they're no more vulnerable than a

running back who's running down
the field eyeingthe end zone, or a
defensive end coming around the
corner eyeingthe ballcarrier.
Not only are the quarterbacks
wearingpads, they've got at least
five guys in the 300-pound range
andusuallya back or tightendblocking specifically for them.
And it's not as if they were thrust
into this unfair position and now
must be handled with care. They
chose to play the game.

If they're getting paid to play
some point it's no longer an assist football, treat'emlike football playchecks.
Of the 67 Heisman Trophy win- just becauseyougavetheball to the ers.
Kickers, on the other hand, area
ners in history, 21 havebeen quar- guy who scored.
side,
including
flip
just
But on the
terbacks (31 percent),
so you wholedifferent story.
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shoulder), and Elvis Grbac (who
just sucks) all have starting jobs
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don't think I'm biased, a quarterback shouldnotbe charged withan
interception if the receiver lets the
ballpop out of his hands and into a

Vantage Park
At First Hill
1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, Wa 98122

Luxury Condo style at apartment prices!
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Call for our Move In Specials!
Leasingoffice: 206.381.5878
Fax:206.381.5876

visit our website:
Avww.vantageparkapts.com
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Artist depicts crude youth in Catholic setting
Tonights solo-performance kicks
ScanReid

Suddenly,he seems compelledto

iserate.

A&E Editor

off Fine Arts 'High Wire' series

elaboratehis answer.
While Smith based Nuns' structure
on his own childhood, he also
very
being
it
excit"Iremember
Capitol Hill is a place known ing, but you couldn't pay me any included the tales ofhis friends and
today for its liberals,diversity, and amount ofmoney to live through it others he heard about during the
limited parking. But the Capitol again,knowing what Iknow now. era.Mostof the personalities inthe
Hillof yesteryearmarks a signifi- If Icould do it all over again, I'd piece, Smith reveals, are combinacant placeinMattSmith'slife.Back probably avoidallthemistakes and tions of two or three other people
he'sknown.
in 1966, Smith's childhood was be boring."
In the 90-minute monologue that
With a bunch of uniqueepisodes,
sharply struck by the experiences
of growing up in what he dubs the comprises Nuns, the settingmay be Smith developed Nuns through an
"Catholic ghetto."
a piousneighborhood,butthe expe- improvperformanceandlater wrote
It'shismemoriesand thoseofhis riences are less
itdown with the
helpof Director
old friends that make up his solo than Saint-like. mmmmmmmtmmmmm
.^^—
Bret
Fetzer in
provides
My
performance Last Year withthe Smith
Nuns, playing tonight in the Fine stories thattouch
1997.Together,
the duo worked
s
Room.The
Building's
Art'
Vashon
on scat-based
only
time
event
is
one
and
the
part
poems
proves
one
of
to
that to flesh out the
structure of the
the Fine Arts Department's High worship
of
they
Wire mini-series of solo perfor- loogies, butalso
performance.
be

——

"If someone
me
can
funny, i'm more

9

Smith was teaching an acting classat SUlastquarterwhen
he was approached byprofessors Rosa Joshi and Carol

Wolfe Clay about becoming
part of their idea for a mini-

series of solo performances.
Smith had previously put on a
showing of Nuns for the students inhis class.
"We knew we wantedsmall
or solo pieces, something that
wouldbe really intimate tha
students and staff normally
wouldn't see," says Clay.
"Ithink a lot comes through
Connolly and ASSU events
but we were looking at some
thing with an arts focus," Clay
adds, "Matt was here and i
seemedlike the perfect time.'
Solo-performerMatt Smith stars inhis
AfterSmith' spiece, theHigh
one-man act, My Last Year with the
Wire series will conclude on
Nuns, playingtonight in SU's Vashon
April 4 with Human Jazz, creRoom.
ated and performed by Christian Swenson. Clay plans to
ask for an increasedFine Arts bud- is that Imight not have the talent to
get next year to continue the High back them up."
Now, after the wide success of
Wire program, along with the On
series,
Nuns,
offereing
Site
which is
free
the veteran solo-artistismore
figure drawing and salsa dance les- confident in his role.
"To not do it would be a violasons.
Since 1997, Smith has taken My tion," he confides. "The theater is a
Last Year with the Nuns to venues sacred place."
MyLast YearwiththeNuns starts
in Londonand New Yorkand garnered a fair share of favorable re- at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the Vashon
viewsdespite whatevercontroversy Room of the Fine Arts building.
he's stirred in his performance.
Admission is FREE, but seating

mances this year.
bits ofracial vioThe humor
Nuns is a series of vignettes told lence.
withinNuns alBack then.
ways remains
from the eighth-grade perspective
OPEN AND
present.
of a Capitol Hill boy, raised in a Smith relates,
It is Smith's
predominantly Catholic setting. In the local bank
trusting
his performance. Smith speaks for wouldgiveloans
habit tolookfor
comedy oftenin
the boy while channeling numer- to residents who
ous other characters to tell a se- lived ononly one
the theater performances he
quence of stories that are crude, sideofanimagihumorous, and thought provoking. nary linethat diattends.
"It honestly depicts as close as I vided the neigh"If someone
sides,
two
one
to
says
proves
my
experience,"
they
can
Smith
borhood. The
made
me that
canbe funny,
Catholics,
(with
University's
up
open
trusting
over coffee in Seattle
of white
the other I'm more
and
Americans,
case,
But
he
AfricanSmith's
up
them),"
says.
building.
enjoy
SUB
did
it? made of
crehe
In
"Oh, it's hellish," he says of the ated an environment for racial ten- comedy becomes a device to better
particular adolescentperiod, "Ihave sion. Smith sets his stories at the communicate in his acting.
a kid who's inninthgrade now,and area'snewspapershack onthe edge
"Ifyou canconvincean audience
watchingpeople live through it...1 of theimaginaryline,the onlyplace, you're competent, then they'll recan't imagine how I
"I'mnotreally worriedaboutsayenjoyed it so he says, where young black and lax and letyoudo whatyou want to
ingthese things. WhatI'm afraid of
much."
white boys would normally comm- do."

(with
them)

"

"

"

must bemade byphonereservation
at 206-296-5360.

Are you unsure about what major to choose?

Are you consideringa double major, second major or minor?
Would more informationabout job opportunitiesin a major help?
" not sure where to start?

If so, Mark your calendar for

T/le A'Cfrfetnic Mfrjcrs
Ti\>ir
—
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6TH, 1 1:30 A.M.
IN THE PIGOTT ATRIUM

1:30 P.M.

What is a majors fair?

-

by gathering faculty
The Majors Fair is an event designed to make the process of choosing a major easier
representatives from all of Seattle University's academic majors in a central location, at a convenient time. Come and
learn more about that major you're considering, like what kind of courses are offered, what essential skills you'll gain or
what kind of job opportunities are out there.

Who's coming to this event?

"
"

Faculty members representing all Seattle University undergraduate major programs
The Career Development Center

— offering mini-sessions on how to begin the decision making process.

WHO CAN I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FAIR?
Jenn Tufano, at 296-5790 or email tufanoj@seattleu.edu, or Kathryn Carson at 296-5429 or email kcarson@seattleu.edu.

Come get informed and enjoy the refreshments! See you at the fair!
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Come for the Empty Space Theater's
Pho, leave with Dolls one-ups film version
SUDrama alum gains part in new adaptation
the cream puffs Staff
Jeremy Edwards
Photo Editor
PhoThanBrothers'has become
a popularchainof restaurantshere
in the Seattle area. The eating environment is by nomeans extravagant; itis almostas though you're
eatingat a diner.
The first thing that someone
might notice upon entering Pho
Than Brothers' is a saltwater tank.
Closer observation shows that
there is littleinside exceptexotic
fish. No sand, rocks, or plants.
Similar to the tank, the restaurant
has a simpleseating area; two top,
four top, and six person booths in

usually made frombeef stock,but
can also be made from chicken.

This delicious and healthy soup is
usually served topped withsliced
onions, greenonions,cilantroand
yourchoiceof variouscutsofmeat
and,as themenu suggests,itcould
just be the cure for the common
cold.

Just after walking through the
door you are greeted and seated
quickly thereafter. Aftersitting for
what seems like seconds another
individual arriveswithaplate containing bean spouts,a garnish for
your soup, and cream puffs.Big
supporters of "dessert first" will
appreciate this touch;you can alwaysordermore ataprice of$1.75
for three.
The arrival of the server was
instantaneous, almost too fast for
a first timer like myself. This may
be a sign of consistentlyreturning
customers. Ihad to examine the

Pho in actuality has a lot of
nutritional value.Itis made from
allnatural ingredients. In ancient
times,Pho was givento the sick as
a remedy. It is believed that Pho
has many beneficial values andis
therefore eaten frequently.
At Pho Than Brothers' located
at5 16 BroadwayE.,youcanorder
Pho with a assortment of ingredients: meatballs, bible tripe, beef
tripe, soft tendon, brisket, and a
number of other tasty things. If
none of these sound appealing to
you,you can always get yourPho
plain.Itis customary to add 'Thai
basil,"usually substitutedbymint
leaves in the U.S., bean sprouts,
lemon andlime juice,plum sauce
and jalapeno sauce to your bowl
as a way to personalize you Pho.
Therefore, everyone's Pho is
unique to themselves and their
individual taste.
Forhundredsof yearsnow, Vietnamese families havebeen enjoy-

menu further beforemaking a decision.
The foodcomes in a multitude
of sizes. You can expect to pay
around six dollars or less for your
bowl depending on what size you
choose. A smallis around the size

would seem that weare fortunate
enough tohavea multitude ofPho
restaurants so we toocan enjoy it.
Pho Than Brothers' hasthreerestaurants here in Seattle for your
diningdelight.

rows.

ingPho during mealtime.Now it

of standard cereal bowl and the
large was somewhere in the range
of a coffee pot. There is even an
extralarge forthose withelephantsized appetites. So what is this

516 Broadway E.
(206)568-7218
Hours: 11a.m.-lOp.m.

Pho?
For many Vietnamese people,
Pho (pronounced Fun) is a very

7714 Aurora Aye. N
(206) 527-5973
Hours: 10a.m.-9p.m.

popular meal and can be eaten at
any time of the day more commonly for breakfast. This Vietnamese ricenoodle soup has been
considered by some to be the
country's national soup. Pho is

ANGELA MOREL
Reporter

Andeven through the comic nathe tragedies that can occur
from drug and alcohol abuse are
The Empty Space Theatre's pre- still conveyed.
Perhaps the most impressive assentation of Valley of the Dolls
pect
witty
entertaining
and
of Valley of the Dolls is the
provides a
portrayal of the
at
unconventional
glamour
look the lives of fallen
girls.
story and itscharacters.
Jacqueline Susann's best selling
Thestoryis told through the eyes
novel, adapted here by Allison of a little boy in Texas who loves
Narver, Burton Curtis and Jason watching Valley oftheDolls onTV
Cannon, is a hilariousdepiction of with his mother.
three women whose lives become
Nick Garrison, a hilarious and
overrun with alcohol,drugsand the gifted actor, plays the role of the
inability to cope with stardom.
little boy who pretends to be the
Themain character of the novel, grown-upAnne Wells.
Anne Wells, moves to New York
His friends follow his act and
from New England to "find her- become Neely O'Hara (Sarah
self," and ends up not only falling Harlett) and Jennifer North
inlove withthe wrongkindof man, (MichelleLewis).
Neely is actually Nick's melobut watching her life, as wellas the
two
lives of her
best friends be dramatic sister and Jennifer is the
by
drugs.
over
taken
slow-witted girl on the bus who
Although the serious nature of everyoneseems to be picking on.
the subject matter would suggest a
Allthreecharacters areportrayed
dark,melancholystoryas the book in a comedic light and the actors
intended, this overly dramatic know where to play on the stories'
storylineonlylooks comical in this absurdities.
day and age.
In addition to the talent of the
Narver, Curtis and Cannon rec- three main characters, there is the
ognized the comedic potential in slew of supporting cast members
not only the book Valley of the who help make this play amusing.
Dollsbut also the 1967 movie adThe men who love these drugaptation, both turning a seemingly addicted womenare all dramatic in
somber story into ridiculous soap their own right and the actors do a
ture,

opera.
Theplay,althoughperhaps more
humorous than Susann intended,

succeeds in telling the story of the
womenadequately.

greatjobdrawingout the characters

almostlaughable attitudes.
JohnKaufmann whoplaysTony
Polar,Jennifer's loungesinger husband,is especiallyimpressive with

Oneof these ensemblecharacters
isSeattle University'sownalumnus
Amber Era-Garvey.
Era-Garvey graduated in 2001
witha major in Drama and minors
inPolitical Science,Philosophy and
Literature.

While interning with the Empty
Space Theatre she jumped at the
chance to be part of the ensemble
for Valley ofthe Dolls.
Thisis Amber's first production
outside of Seattle University where
she workedon shows suchas Three
Penny Opera, TheLoverand Waitingfor Lefty.

Narver,Curtis and Cannon's ad-

aptationofSusann's book is a light-

hearted and often hilarious look at
stardom in the 50s and 60s.

Thisplay succeeds wherethe film
failed. Intryingto takethis storytoo
seriously, the movie actors lost all
credibility and lookedridiculous.
The overlydramatic subject matterSusann wrote,begstobe mocked
and the Empty Space'sproduction
does so without losing the intrigue
of the story and its characters.
Valley of the Dolls plays until
February 9th at the BroadwayPerformanceHall. Tickets are $10 for
anyone under 25 yearsof age, $25
and up for anyone over 25.

Orientation Advisor
Help New Students,
Gain Leadership Skills,
& HAVE FUN!

4207 University Wy N.E.
(206)633-1735

Hours: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

We are looking for:
__^_^_^__^,

XDCBeH3&H3HBCXE
IB
W

Creativity,YOU!!

v

jLgT4

;-.-jfe> 3

'Y^rA'
J/k^^
J&Jjr

n nil 111 n I■ M
800-2COUNCIL COUNCILTRAVfi

actors.

Apply to be a 2002

Enthusiam,
Willingness to learn,

I

a terrible song to prove just how
cheesy he can be.
The ensemblewhoplay an array
of characters throughout the production are also a talentedbunch of

j t?<

Applications Available:
'Online at www.seattleu.edu/student/newstudent

New Student Programs (SUB 207)'
The Offlce of Minority Student Affairs,
\
The International Student Center,
The Collegia, Residence Hall Front Desks,
The Campus Assistance Center
Optional Information Session:
Thursday, Jan. 24th at 4:3opm
1891 Room, Bellarmine Hall

Due: February 12, 2002 by 4:3opm
New Student Programs Office, SUB 207

PriCM include round-hiptir.Kcommodalioiu andmay include groundtraniparMfoft Mis artsubject lociungt wiltioulmite
All prices are based onairfare from SEA. Prices do not include taxes

Questions? Call 296-2825 or email

.

ne wstudent@seattleuedu
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Kandahar shocks but fails to captivate
DOMINIC SCARPELLI
Staff Reporter
Kandahar, the new film by the

crutches, trying toretrieve

the fake

legs.
Something about the sequence
suggests helplessnessand despera-

Mohsen
director
Iranian
Makmalbaf, is bleak, grave and
melancholy; it'sall the things one
would expect from a movie about

tion in a completely devastating
way.Kandahar is at its best during
'
this segment.It's animage youcan t
help taking with you from the the-

women living under the repressive

ater.

structures of the Taliban.Don't see
it if you want light entertainment.
Don't see it if you want a conventionallyplotted story with a satisfy-

ingending.

Makmalbaf hasmade several
— internationally known movies the
bestknownprobablybeing Gabbeh,
released in 1996. He filmed
Kandahar before September 1 Ith,
but since that event has brought
attention to all things dealing with
Afghanistan, perhaps more people
will see his movie.
The film opens with an Afghan
woman named Nafas (Nelophir
Pazira) ina helicopter, flyingovera
camp of Afghan amputees. The

helicopterdropssomethingattached
to a parachute and for a while the
viewercan't see whatit is.
Then it's clear: two white prosthetic legs fall slowly,eerily,out of
the sky. It is an image that is
strangely, surreallybeautiful,andit
will appear again in the film. The
camera cuts between the legs falling out of the sky and amputees on
the ground, scrambling with their

'

some film conventions but itdoesn t
pursue them.And though imagesof
an eclipse are shown during the
beginning and end (a metaphor for
how the Taliban smothers women,
hiding their light), and we are constantly reminded of the plight of
Nafas' sister, Kandahar isn'tabout
the situation of women under the

shot the movie near theborder between Iran and Afghanistan,only a
few miles fromlandthatthe Taliban
controlled.
—
Thelocations of the film small
and dusty towns, parched outposts
—
in the middle of miles of sand
communicate the sense of unease
anddesperation that afflictsthechar-

Like the men in the
camp,Nafas' sisterlost her
legs toa landmine.Because
of that, andbecause she is
disenfranchised under
Taliban law, she has written to Nafas saying that
she willkillherselfin three
days,during the lasteclipse
of the 20th century.
The film is ostensibly the
story of her journey to her
hometown of Kandahar,
where she hopes to prevent her sister from committing suicide. But the
plot, which is ultimately

acters.

At a Red Cross camp

where amputees can receive false limbs, a man
who has lost anarm begs
for aprosthetic one.
"Give me an arm."
"We don't have arms

here. Just legs."
"Give me legs then."
The nurse points out
thathe still has his legs.
"These fields are full
of mines. You should alwayscarry a spare pair,"
says the man.
There are bits of black
Photocourtesy www.makhmalbaf.com
humor all through the
unresolved,is not the main
film, but theydon't make
Nafas (Nelophir Pazira) journeys to preventher
concern of the movie.
sister's suicide in Kandahar.
it any more fun to watch
Theviewercansense this
Itmoves slowly and there
urgency
of
the
when the
are frequent digressions. People
journey is temperedby Nafas' flat, Taliban.
It's a portrait of an unfortunate wanderthroughthedesert aimlessly.
wearymonotone during the frequent
voice-overs. Pazira's acting is just country.It is concerned withall of The moments that elicit aresponse
as flat: she wears one expression, the inhabitants of Afghanistan and from the viewer are often smalland
plain.
serene and blank, throughout the all their problems.
is
In one scene a woman applying
whole movie.
The Afghanistan of the movie
full
has to take the mirror and
impoverished,
lipstick
of
All theacting in the film is fair to war-tornand
makeup
under her veil.
bad. Kandahar plays around with sickness and thieves. Makmalbaf the

Inanother sa-m-.MIi.M a group ol
women hurriedly squeeze bttOtltti
onto their wrists, ami then got ihcii
nails painted, mii imHm ihai thiMt
wristsandhands m<lv- ml) (Ml iOl
their bodies thai arc exposed.Still,
a movie full of moments thai nuke
you say."I can'tbelieve people arc
made to live like that." is no replacement for a plolainKh.it.u-teis
Much of the movie li bated on
real events. Pazira, whoreally is an
Afghan woman living in Canada,
received a letter from a childhood
friend who threatened to kill herself.She tried toreturn to Kandahar,
but she was unable to make it to the
city.
The incidents in thefilm arebated

on people or places the encountered. But it's as if the burden of

adhering to what really happened
robbed the movie of a focused nar-

rative. There are too many events
and too little story.
The tone resembles a
documentary (perhaps the director
should have taken that approach)
rather than a feature film.Without a
story to unite the different narratives that make up Kandahar, the
movie gets tedious very quickly.
It feels wrong to recommend
Kandahar to people out for a good
time.It's interesting and it's different, but it's not a good movie. Go
see it toeducate yourself, but don't
expect to be caught up in it.

Can't take the heat? Stay out of the Cha-Cha Lounge
The front room is packed to the and too underground for you to
brim
withdisinterestedkids, the air know who they are, finally you
Reporter
Staff
is thick with smokeand choked by find a table that sits only two of
White belts, black shirts, crowd. You try to make your way your party of four in the back
Converse All-Stars, jean jackets, back into thebarto find some seat- room.
Left standing next to the table
tousled and greased hair and tight ing but you are physically pushed
ourealize that
pantsare theuniform of those who into everyo waitress is
attend the Cha-Cha Lounge. Lo- one because
going to serve
cated onPine Street nexttoBimbo's there is no
you wanted to you. So you
Bitchin' Burrito Kitchen, the Cha- choice, and
tart struggling
Cha is the hipster bar of Seattle. no other way
get
hrough
known
the
The only actionhere is hard drink- to get to a
narrow black
ing and the main conversation re- free table.
at the
ight hallway
volvesaroundthelocalmusic scene.
Soon you
hat connects
It is interesting togo to theCha- nc'ice the
you
going to
he two rooms.
Cha every once and awhile to see decor: there
Grabbing the
the competition that just naturally are crazy
have to get in line >artender
by
as
night
progresses,
unfolds
the
bamboo
reyou
t
le
arm
everyone
just
most
don't
go
people
shingles
fight
because
linBryan Bingold

If

seen or

Cha-Cha

are

ing

Quietly cursing yourseUfor your
blunderyouturn andrealize that a//

the people behind you appear as
nervous as you do. Beers in hand
you navigate the narrow hallway
while theblack lightilluminates the
fact that you have a lot of lint on
your too-tight-for-you're-littlebrotherblack shirt, andfeelingvery
conscious of your lint problem you
hope thatnooneelsenoticed as you

realizethat you haven't been seen
and thatyouhaven' tbeen talkinglo
anyone in the scene.
You sawallthepeopleyouneeded
to get your band started up in Se—
critic,
attle the booker,the music
—
and the indie label rep but you
couldn't get to them because you
are new and you are in the back

room.

get back to your table.
After shouting at your friends for
two solid hours and your table has

Anyone who is someone hasbeen
in the front room the whole night,
andbecauseyou arenew, youdidn't
know better and lost the game.
Well now you know, and know-

been waterloggedby spilt Oly, you

ing ishalf the battle.

or

alize that he is
the
XZj Lf^lZi """
t leguitarist for
walls, red
ne of your faand yellow
orite bands.
music community. By being the lights, covHelooks atyou
focal point of the scene, the Cha- ered with
Cha allows the average Joe the patches of straw hang fromthe ceil- impatiently as you try to make
chance to see local musicians get ing. The stereo is loudly playing your mouth work. Finally you
either the hottest band of the week spit out, "fourOlympia' splease,"
your drink as they tend the bar.
It is here that you can catch the or some band that is still too cool and hequickly turns away to get
ear of the music booker for the
Crocodile Cafe and promote your
A.A. Lemieux Library
band, and it is here that you can
make yourpresenceknown tothose
in the scene. As inconspicuousas a
Research Paper Clinics v
debutante,
at
regulars
Southern
the
The Lemieux LibraryReference Departmentwill
theCha-Cha caneasily spota newoffer Research Paper Clinics
comer as they enter the door.
As a newcomer, the doormansiFebruary1 March 1, 2002.
lentlychecks your IDand withcomLibrarians willgive individualized assistance in:
plete disinterest, hands it back to
■ Defining your research topic
you as he continues his conversa■ Developingsearch strategies
tion.The bar is right there to greet
■ Utilizing online & printed resources.
you as you enter, but the first thing
nd
younotice is how crowded it is, if
Signup at theReference Desk, 2 Floor,
topic
inmind.
you want togetseenorknownat the
Lemieux Library, with a
Cha-Cha you are going to have to
We can help.
getin line or fighteveryone elsefor
limelight.
the
to the Cha-Cha to hang out. No,
most people go to the Cha-Cha to
be seenand get involvedin thelocal

your order.

Qf%

-

___________
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THAT'S RIGHT. $10.
ANY PLAY. ANY DAY.

|PLAYING NOW

thru FEB. 23

ASSU
Associated Students of

Please get in contact with one of your ASSU Officers if
you have any questions or concerns about campus!

vQjeaJfle yniversi[w
Didyou know...
Seattle University is exploring the
option of charging students for using
their credit cards? You will be Seattle University is planning on incharged for using your credit card to stitution a Pay toPrint fee on campus
make a tuition payment, purchase mmc future?
cy
items at the bookstore, and buy food
on campus.

_.

„,»,...,.

y

SeattleUniversity is doing away with
the meal plan point system and is
switching to a dollar for dollar system?
o
*

o
:

r

?

How do you feel about these issues? We want to represent YOU in ASSU.
Please give us feedback on how you feel concerning these issues by filling
out a feedback form in the lobby ofthe SUB.

Executive Branch
domaoanv@seattleu.edu
Virgil
President:
Domaoan
wileyt@seattleu.edu
V. P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
gaetha@seattleu.edu
V.P. of Student Affairs: AnnetteGaeth
o'neils@seattleu.edu
Executive V.P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director:Nichole Graham
grahamn@seattleu.edu
Executive Assistant: Emily Hall
halle1@seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu
Webmaster: BenMurane

-

Legislative Branch Representatives
Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
quach@seattleu.edu
herrerh@seattleu.edu
Junior Rep: HectorHerrera
biviand@seattleu.edu
Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
sanches@seattleu.edu
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
bergquc@seattleu.edu
At-Large Rep: Nicole Palmitter
palmitn@seattleu.edu
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
easseyg@seattleu.edu
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
fongy@seattleu.edu
Rep:
Commuter
Greta Smith
smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert@seattleu.edu
Non-Traditional: Tom Gaspers
kutsela@seattleu.edu
Rep:
International
Alisa Kutsel

The Seattle University Marksmanship Club

Toastmasters International

Announcementof a shooting competition at Seattle University

What do companies look for most inpotential employees?

The Marksmanship Club is pleased to announce the inauguration ofan annual
shooting contest. All Seattle University studentsmay compete for two prizes that
willbe awarded on the last range day of the academic year. The St. George Prize
willbe awarded to thebest rifle marksman, and the St. Gabriel Possenti Prize will
be awarded to the best pistolmarksman.
The St.GeorgePrize:
.22 l.r. rifle
.22 1 .r.rifle
centerfire rifle

50 yards
50 yards
100 yards

centerfire rifle

bench

100 yards

offhand
bench
offhand

score
score dividedby 2
score divided by 2
score divided by 4

The St. Gabriel Prize:
—
.22 l.r pistol
leaf sights only

25 feet

two-handed

score

centerfire pistol
leaf sights only

25 feet

two-handed

score divided by 2

—

Rules:
Scoring by string method.
Contest shooters have first choice firearms.
To be eligible for either prize, shooters must submit only approvedtargets and have
all information supplied at the properplace on the target, (nameof competition, type
of firearms, distance from target, shot from bench or offhanded, clearly written
signature of shooter and witness, and date target was shot).

The answer iscommunication skills.
The skill to present your ideas and views in an organized manner is very
important in becoming successful. If you wish to have this skill join
Toastmasters. We meet every Wednesday at 12 p.m. inPigott 107. Hope to see
you there.

Seattle University Young Democrats invite the SUcommunity to attend the Young Democrats of Washington
State convention!
President's Day weekend inOlympia, WA
February 16-17,2002
Spend the weekend at the Westcoast Hotel in Olympia, attend
political trainings and forums, meet elected officials, socialize with
other Young Democrats and attend Hospitality Suites.

Last year the Seattle University Young Democrats Chapter was
awarded the Chapter of the Year Award. SU brings a large delegation to the Convention every year and every Democrat under age
35 is invited to attend.

Five-shots per target.
Ammunitionis shooter's choice.

Targets must besubmitted to Dr. Tadie at the end ofthe shootingday on which the
target was shot.

For the 2001-02 academic year, targets must be submittedfor at least 5 of the 8
range days of the winter and spring terms that are scheduled at the RentonGun
Range.

You do not need to have any prior experience or involvement with
the Young Democrats to attend this convention.
For further information please attend and information a meeting or
contact club president Gayatri Easey at easseyg@seattleu.edu or

220-8275. Informational meetings held Tuesday Jan. 29 andFeb.
12 at 6:30 p.m. in the 1891Room in Bellarmine lobby.

Following thelast shootingday of the 2001-02 academic year, the shooter with the
best single target in each prize category willbe declared the winner for that category.
Prizes:
prize
name
The
ofeach
winner will be inscribed ona plaque in the Marksmanship
Reloading
Room.
Each winner willbe given a free annual membership for
Club's
next
academic
a
winner whois a graduating senior will have a choice of a
year;
the
free annual membership or a suitable substitute. For further information:Jacob
Faris,President, 206-220-8593, farisj@seattleu.edu, or Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator. 206-296-5420.

The Marksmanship Club is an intramuralsports activity chartered as a collegiate
shootingclub by theNational Rifle Associationand the Associated Student of
Seattle University.

Want to learn more about the
Associated Students of Seattle University?

-

Come visit your student government office February 6 8 at the
ASSU Open House!
Mccl your representatives andexecutive officers, learn he to make
your voice heard, get involved, and much more! Contact any ASSU
officer for more information. Look for advertisement around campus.
Brought to you by the Steering Committee.
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400 . Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

Classifieds

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers

400. Services

200. Help Wanted
PARTTIMENANNYfor 3 yr.
old toddler and 3 montholdinfant seekingplaymate
in Madrona. If you are
imaginative, entertaining,
creative, and haveprevious

experience,we'dlike to have
our mommy talk to you.
We have places to go, so a
good driving record is

required and schedule
flexibility is a plus. Youcan
reach our mommy at 206324-7732 or email her at
shelleyk@norfnandypartners.oxn.

$$ Get Paid For Your
Opinions! $$
Earn $5$125 and
more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

Schedule your work around
your studies. Expanding
marketing team needs
friendly,
open-minded,
ambitious peopleage 18+. See
if there's a match between
what wehaveand what you're
looking
for
www.WorkForSelf.info.

Clearance Sale on Brand West Seattle 3bdrm. duplex
Name Laptops! Prices So $995. On Metro route 20.
Low, It's Almost Illegal!! Get W/D hook-up. 4804Delridge
TodayHhttp:// WaySW. Ist, last, dep. NS.
Yours
www.homeoflaptops.com or call: Animals negotiable. Call
(206) 244-1154 to view.
1-800-775-8526
THINK YOU'RE PREGNANT?

CallBirthright forconfidential
support and free pregnancy
WORKSTUDY POSITION
The Children's Museum test. 1-800-550-4900 (24Outreach Dept. has an hour toll-free line).
immediate workstudyopening
in our after-school Arts
Program for kids. Mon.-Fri. 500. For Rent
3-6pm. $10/hr. Program
located in the Rainier Vista Quiet Neighborhood. $450neighborhood (S. Seattle). $5OO, Util. incld. NP/NS.
Teach art to kids,bea positive On Metro route 20. 10913
role-model and have fun! Call 26th Aye. SW. Call (206)
Kristen at 206-441-1768.
244-1154.

2 Bedroom,
SU, $750,

13th

Aye.

Monthly Parking Available
$75 per month
Vantage Park
1011 East Terrace Street
"Underground
"Controlled Access Door
"All Reserved Parking Stalls
"24-hour surveillance cameras

—————

call 206 381-5878

near

water/sewer/ r————
i
Place
classified
your
|
I
Ad Today!
Call for more info:

garbage utilities included. 1
bdrm. in 11-unit bldg.,
corner 12th Aye & E. John
$675. 206 232-9865.

First Hill 2 bdrm. + loft in
new bldg. AllAmenities, mcl.
pvt.blcny& roofdeck. Micro,
W/D, DW, NP/NS. Prkg
incentives. $1350.00 411
Uth Aye. 206-679-4271.

I Waylen Leopoldino I
Tel.: (206) 296-6474

____

Fax: (206) 296-6477

IEmail: adinfo@seattleu.edu I
I—————

Personals

VOLUNTEERS WORK IN
AFRICA

...

AIDS will kill millions
As long as they do not know how to prevent
themselves...
They need you as a teacher!
You can be a part of an International team dedicated to
fight the spreading of HIV/ AIDS.

We do:
*Door to door actions in African villages.
"Organize information work for many.
*Run positive living clubs for HIV infected.
"Social work with AIDS orphans.
"Teach at schools and work places.
*Fundraising.

Hana is the greatest chick Happy Birthday Grandpa!
from Idaho. Jake is the (1/30/02). Idon't know how
old you are, but Ibet you're
greatest rooster =o)
pretty old. Hopeyou lighten
up this year andgive memore
Happy 60th Birthday Mom! money!
See you at your surprise
birthday party! Hau'oli La 1 sawyou
Hanau!
on the #12 bus headed
downtown. Ihope youknow
Love, Alyson
that it isn't common, it is a
deal,and only freaks have
big
funny
The CAC smells

...

it.

Hopeyouarewell. Not much BKOto write this week. Talk to And you and M.S. can do a
special with the naked
you later.
chef
Bird

-

Hi Mom X,
Hopeyouarewell! Itsnowed!
Canyoubelieve it? We finally
got snow. We didn't get
enough to make a snowman
or anything, but we got
enough to cover the ground a
little. Take care and we'll
talk to you soon!

To my favorite chocolate
lovingformer redhead. Iwill
never see you as a blonde.
Tm sorry I've been grumpy.
Let's go on an adventure!
Feelingalittle down? Need a
vacation? Maybe you're just
looking for alittle vitamin F to

cheer youup...
Suzanne, you're

Hi Kitch,

This is an 11month volunteer program for thebraveand
the one having aheart beatingaoneWorld development.
Startswith4 monthsTrainingar.i work campinCalifornia.
No prior experience or qualifications needed. Own
expenses apply. Scholarships available. Start Feb. and
Aug. 2002. For more info contact: www.cctg.org, or
email: info@cctg.org, or call (530) 467- 4082.

all that I
wanted of a girl. You're all
that Ineed in the world. I'm
your child, make me blush
drive me wild - Suzanne!

Bridget my love,
lovely Miss MWill you please come to my To the
Standing
outsidenaked in the
concert? Iwill die if you are
ismuchbetter than eating
cold
not there.
hot cocoa paste. IDare you.
Love,
Craig David

You think Itake you for
granted.,
you follow me
Personals
.weneed more
How
around.
about Imake it
personals. Putone inToday!
up to you over dinner???

...

THINK INSIDE THE BOX.

Pcrsonal

Foodfonhought

f

/ Si%% 1
":.

To reach a port we must sail,

<

THE PERSONAL- BOX

J

sometimes with the wind and sometimes
against it. But we must not drift or

....

-

lie at anchor.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
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What are some IT problems you've had to deal with?
IT employees:

"I've had tofind the 'on' button."
Matt Johnson, sophomore,
Computer Science

..

"Like. how do you print?
" They
always ask me that.
Sheldon bucasas, senior, economic
Computer Information Systems

IT users:

"Inever see 'em. Maybe they're trying
to hide from us. They're in the corner of
"
the Quiet Room; that's all Iknow.
Alex Pizarro,Freshman, Pre-major

''Actually, they were pretty helpful Two years
ago Iwas living in the Murphy's. he [an IT
worker] came over, worked some magic, and
"
that was it.

..

Clarence Paul,graduatestudent,MBA
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